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Governor John Spellman shows his many faces dur,ng a visit to EWU Friday to kick-off Eastern's Centennial Celebration. - Photos by Randy Rains
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Budget cuts uncertain

Fina-neial;·.:aid facing ·crunch
by Chuck Bandel
Edilor

It is still too early to determine the full extent of stateordered budget cuts on finandal aid programs, but students
seeking state aid may face a
rocky future, according to
EWU Financial Aid Director
Susan Shackette.
And while this year's budget
was formulated in time to
avoid most of the latest state
and federal funding reductions, fewer students were able
to obtain loans, Ms. Shackette
- said.
"We didn't receive cuts as
we anticipated, but the main
proolem this year is at-

•tributable· to the increased cost
of tuition," Ms. Shackette
said. "We had the same
amount of . money available
but it was divided up between
fewer students·'as a result of
the increased costs."
Approximately
2,500
students are currently receiving financial' aid from EWU,
to the tune of more than $6
million, Ms. Schackette said :
''The only things available
to students seeking ai'd are
basic education grants and
guaranteed student loans,"
she said. State funded "need"
·grants are not available at this
time, she added.
The head of Eastern's

A new scheme for satisfying
General
University
Requirements (GURs), made effective Monday, Oct. 19 by the
University Acad·e mic Senate, ,
may make it easier for
· undergraduates to acquire a
liberal arts backgrou nd , according to u ndergraduate Affairs
Council Chairman Wesley
Stone.
- "Students using the old
· •t Re
G e_nera 1 ' u mversi
Y·
quJrements are now allowed to .
take some four-credit classes
rather than five-cr~dit courses
to satisfy the requirements,"
Stone said r~cently.
He said under the old
scheme, students had to tak,r. a
certain number · of five-credit
classes in · order to acquire
enough GUR:s applicable to
graduation.
"With the new system, a
student may get by with 18 or
19 credits,,, said Stone. "It is

--4-&o ••••••••
Credit union proposed for EWU
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'

no longer t~e number of
cr:edits that co_unt but the
number of courses a student
completes.

"If we adhered strongly to
the old · five-credit rule, the
courses a student needs may
n_o t be available. For example,
using the old scheme may take
new OUR courses at tJte 300
a nd 400 levels. If a depa~t~~nt
does not offer upper d1v1S1on
classes, a student may take
•
t ,.
1ower 1eve1requiremen
s.
Stone said the new courses,
which do not show ':IP in the
old scheme; may be taken by
students under the old system.
According to St~ne, th~
Undergraduate Affairs Council has come up with three
recommendations for implementation dates for the new
OUR system.
"The new system currently
applies only to those students
entering Eastern with zero
credits," he said.
''The pew scheme will
1become effective for stud~nts
transfedng from four-year
universities and students from
out of state who enroll for fall
quarter 1982 or after.
'' It will also affect in-state
transfer students from twoyear community colleges who
enroll for fall 1983 or after.''
Stone said one exception,
North Idaho College, is considered "one of our in-state
community colleges." ,"The
council's third recommendation affects for mer students ·
returning to EWU in fall
1984," he said.

. Financial Aid Department has
also had to contend ~ith a
slightly reduced work force
within- ,the loan office as a
result of personnel cutbacks
through attrition. This fall the
office work force is down to
eight full ·time employees as
opposed to nine a year ago,
she said.
However, Ms. Shackette
said she plans to maintain a
"wait-and-see"
attitude
before implementing further
budget reduction-caused procedures as far as student· loans
are concerned. .
"If the government restores
some of the funds there may
not be that much cut from our

budget·, " she ·said. "We will
just have to wait until after the
special session of the state
legislature to decide any further action we might have to
take."
In the event the full 10.1
percent cut becomes effective,
Ms~ Shackette said she would
take I immediate steps to inform students in need of loans
to make necessary preparations.
· -Fewer students rece1vmg
state aid this fall meant "hundreds" of students were turned down in their applications
for loans, she said. A~ding to·
the dilemma were such factors
as . an . increased nu{llber · of

students looking for aid and a
decline in the number of on
and off-campus jobs avaiiable
to help students finance their
educations, she said.
"Right now we have a long
waiting list for state loans. I
would encourage students who
are in need of a loan or some
sort of financial aid to apply
for the guaranteed type
loans."
Even with the availability of
federally msured loans, Ms.
Shackette urged students to
m~ke application as soon as
pos·sible.
''The Reagan • administration has requested a 12 percent
Continued on page 16
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by Chuck Bandel
Editor

the latest dream of
ASEWU President Rich
Shields becomes a reality, and
chances it will are at least 5050, Eastern would become only the third university in the
nation and the only one this
side of the Mississippi River to
have its own credit union.
If and when the proposed
student credit union receives a
state "okay" in the form of
granting of a charter, EWU
.will join the University of
Massachusetts and the University of Connecticut as the only
four-year schools in the
United States with studentoperated credit unions, according to Shields.
.
"Our .goal is to get
chartered as a student-owned
--,,---and-eperated- cr~U union./•
Shields said. ~ 'This presents
several problems in that savings and loan organizations
and
credit unions are going
,
broke and folding throughout
the country a'nd state, so there
is some reluctance on the part
of the State Department of
General Administration to
grant new charters at this
time.''
In an effort to overcome, or
at least bypass, that reluctance, Shields, with the blessing of EWU PJesident George
Fredrickson, has formulated
two approaches for "selling"
the idea of a student credit
union.
'' We have two options for
If

~..

.•

this thing right now,'• Shields
said. "We can submit a
package for a ·new charter to
be owned by the students and
hope it gets approved or we
can try to convince an existing
credit institution to expand
their franchise and include
Eastern."
While Shields admitted the
latter may provide the best
chance of EWU obtaining a
credit union under current
economic conditions, he obviously would prefer a
separate, student run charter.
'' While there are benefits
and drawbacks to each
method of approach, the concept of a student-owned facility is what I would mo~t like, to
see because . of the various
types of valuable experienc·e
. students could . acquire in
association with ·such a program," he said.
Shields, who plans to kick
off the drive to establish a
good sales campaign. for a
credit union later this month
with circulation of approximately 1,000 questionnaires
to bring in a date base on
potential interest, said the
benefit to students in such majors as business, architecture
and design would be "tremendous".
"So many times students
leave this university without
any real, practical experience
in their related fields and this
would be a tremendous opportunity for lots of students,''
Shields said.

.

.

Preliminary plans call for
the creation of an ad hoc committee to draw up plans for a
charter to present to the DOA
in Olympia. The committee, to
be staffed by students would
establish basic goals of the
program and later be the electorate for establishing a board
of trustees for the organization, Shields said.

.

.

.

Funding for the proposed provide a position of respeccredit union would come in- tability when we present our
itially from ASEWU S and A case to state officials. The
fees, at least in the form of $20,000, however, will not acmonetary backing to attract tually be spent, it will serve oninterested parties and give the ' ly as backing. That w~y, if this
concept of some financial plan fizzles later this year, we
clout, Shields said.
won't be out the money and
"I plan to ask A$ for the funds could be re-absorbed
$20,000 in seed money to into the general fund system."
establish the committee and

-

'

Getting bucks may be a little easier for Eastern students if a proposed student l'redit unfon
becomes a reality later this year. - Photo by Marc Kriz.

Spellman kicKs o
While pre-ceremony publicity billed the EWU Centennial
visit of Governor John
Spellman as a ".light-hearted,
ceremonial" appearance, the
presence of .budget-oriented
poiitical comment was clearly
.evident Friday afternoon in
the PUB Multi-Purpose room.
Spellman, addressing a
standing-room-only audience
of students, alumni and
guests, sat patiently through a

.

series
of good-natured for such public goals. Unforreferences to his recent 10. l tunately, · taxing is the only
percent budget cut proposal way to pay the bills and right
before taking the microphone now nobody likes to talk taxand urging understanding of es.'•
the dire straights of state
Spellman, who ran on a
economics.
. campaign pledge of reduced.
'' It is important we have an spending among state ineducated popuiation to be able stitutions as well as a promise·
to compete with the rest of the · to avoid tax hikes, seemed to
world,,, Spellman told the · tell those in attendance that
crowd. "It makes good, hard avoiding increased taxes was
sense to invest public money no
longer
possible
if

'

\

.

.

E party·

Washington is ~o maintain its
current levels of higher education.
'' I would like to enlist your.
support in helping this
legislature realize the importance of the cause of higher
education. I think this is a very
just cause," Spellman said.
The . first-term governor
alluded to the formation of
EWU, when the school was
largely funded by community
support, as an example of the
need for increased pu\:,lic support.
"The question is·, should the
people of the community be
responsible for funding the
university, and I say no. It is
· important to the whole state
that we preserve higher education,•' Spellman said.

"Wish I were in school
again"
J

EWU Board of Trustees Chairman Bruce McPhaden, (left), Gov. Spellman, and EWU President George Fre~rickson pitch in to plant -the ceremonial ''Spellman Spruce''

.

Spellman at one point told
the crowd he wished ·he were a
college student again, especially after seeing the EWU campus.
"Maybe someday someone
will look back and say these
were the good old days,'' he
said.
·
Earlier in the program,
which included presentation to
Spellman of the school's first
Centennial Medal, Spellman
had taken some good-natured
ribbing over his 10.1 percent
budget cut proposal.

Bruce McPhaden, chairman
of EWU's Board of Trustees,
offered Spellman the first slice
of the specially baked Centennial birthday cake, a 10.1 percent cut.
I

"We want you to see the
size of the bite"
McPhaden
"We thought giving you a
10.1 percent slice would show

you the size of the bite involved," McPhaden jokingly toJd
Spellman.
Spellman 's visit included · a
faculty luncheon, champagne
reception for students and
faculty, and the planting of
the "Spellman Spruce" in the
. middle of the new Monroe
Hall Mall.
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Political action

Committee formed
by Chris Tate
Staff Writer

A feminist, an instructor of
social work, a student and an
environmental biologist form
the steering committee for
EWU's newest organization The· Committee for Political
Action (CPA).
The 30-member committee,
which participated in the recent demonstration against Interior Secretary James Watt in
Coeur d'Alene, is informally
led by Director of the
Women's Center Pat Coontz,
Prof. of Social Work and
Human Services Justino
Balderrama, student Anne
Wagner and Prof. o'f Biology
Horace Simms.
CPA's first action is staffing an information table in the
Pence Union Building to
distribute literilture about the
controversial Initiative 394
("Shall public agencies obtain
voter approval prior to issuing
bonds for the construction or
acquisition of major public
energy projects?").
According to section 3-2 of
the measure, "Major public
energy project" means a plant
or installation capable or intended to be capable of
generating electricity in an
amount greater than 250
megawatts ... "
Many promoters of the in-

itiative say the Washington
Public Power System is planning to spend too much to
finish building five nuclear
power plants in Washington.
The estimated cost has gr.own
from $4 billion to $24 billion.
The promoters contend since it
is the public who must pay
electricity rates, voters should
have some means to control
major energy decisions instead
of leaving it up to public
po'Yer experts fo manage.
Sims is e· tn more concerned
with the Janger of nuclear
reactors a 1d their wastes.
"I war awarded a fellowship
sponsored by the government
to study nuclear physics,''
Simms said. "Uncle Sam's
education convinced me to
stand against nuclear reactors
and their wastes," he said.
.''There is no safe nuclear reactor - except the sun.''
Another major concern of
the group is to encourage
nuclear disarmament of the
major world powers, said
Simms.
"The present ·trend to
develop more and moi:e
weapons is an overkill. Our
earth couldn't possibly survive
a nuclear war, and we can't see
the sense in continuing production of these weapons," he
said.

)

Horace Sims, seated, explains the CPA to students in the PUB.

The CPA is circulating a
petition addressed to President
Ronald Reagan and Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev to
stop production and research
of nuclear weapons.
The CPA is not affiliated
with any political party or
organization, said Simms. .
'
The group's present proposed goal is "To present an alternati.ve to the present neoconservative philosophy of

our government, which we do something or even make a
not believe was mandated by phone call, said Sim'ms.
"Most of us (members of
the people of our country,''
Simms read fro~ a .statement the CPA) have always been
prepared by the steering com- politically active - we're j ust
mittee. "The Committee for coordinating our efforts,'' he
Political Action is an informal said.
CPA
members
are
organization to encourage and
support formation of forums distributing Initiative 394
for information, discussion literature this week in the
and effective action," he said. _PUB. Their next meeting is
New members are welcome Nov. 10 at 2 p.m. in room 38
if- they are willing to• do ' of the PUB.

Stiaber ,c hosen llew Trustee
.

'

cattle feedlot, Shaber was also ment from the armed forces,
. Bert Shaber ,· coordinator of
became general
executive assistant to the com- Shaber
Gov .' John Spellman's· Stevens
mander of U.S. forces in manager of 49 Degrees North
County campaign, will sue- ·
Europe. Following his retireceed Mrs. Mary Wilson as one
of EWU's fiv'e trustees after
being appointed by Spellman
during a press conference Friday.
.
Shaber, 62, Chewelah, is a
member of the Stevens County
Republican Central Committee.
According to Spellman, the
Senate must still ratify
Shaber's appointment, which
is ex·pected to span a full sixyear term.
Shaber, former associate
director of admissions and '
scholarships at Michigan State
University and chairman of
MSU's
Department
of
Aerospace Studies, is a retu'red
Air Force colonel who served
as a staff officer for the Joint New- EWU · Board of Trustees
Chiefs 9f Staff i-R Washington, member, Bert Shaber.

D.C.

Currently operating a small

I_Jbolo courtesy
Chronicle

Spokane

ski resort in , Chewelah as well
Shaber's son, Russell, is a
as president of the Chewelah senior at Eastern studying
Basin Ski Corp.
business administration .

-F RIDAY,
oc~.30th
7:30to10:00
Open To All.
EWU Students
WINI

''Take Pride
..Vote Side~'

• 100 .....:! 1st Prize
• 50 - 2nd Prize
• 25 - 3rd Prize

For Cheney Mayor

• 100 Entry Fee Per Person
_REGIS:"FRAT-ION
BEGINSAT7:15

Paid for by committee to elect Ken Side.

K~ Side, Chairperson

atPUa
INFO DESK

',I

.,
'
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Peace popular
One giant "hooray" for the people of Europe and an equally
giant "Kudos" to the military minds of the two "superpowers.,,
The recent wave of protests, more appropriately peace marches, should come as a clear, and hopefully embarrassing, signal
to the hawks on both sides of the superpower confrontations.
What the peace marchers are telling the Soviet and American
military planners is clear: leave us out of your masochistic plans
of nuclear holocaust or limited nuclear warfare.
That kind of thinking has got to lift even the most pessimistic
heart in a world that is filled with hate and the unfathomable
race for self-destruction.
As marchers filled the streets of all major European capitals
this weekend there must have been a few red faces in the Pentagon and the Kremlin. People who have for years faced the
frightening thought of their home soil becoming the launching
grounds for a nuclear war are beginning to rise up and say
' 'enough is enough'' .
What is especially comforting about the peace demonstrations
is the factJnar-they appear to be aimed at both superpowers instead of o»e or the other. What this does is rob the superpowers
of th~Jlhllity to say the other side is engaging in subversive acts
of propaganda.
·
In fact, the superpowers seem to hav_e been fairly quiet about
the whole issue. Could it be someone has finally risen up and
come forth with some logical sen_se to address the need to end the
arming of the world.
But before the doves of the world get too giddy over the
resolve being demonstrated by the people of Europe, keep in
mind· the reality of the situation. Both superpowers still have
massive piles, and growing piles, of nuclear weaponry that could
very easily turn peace ambitions to radioactive dust.
While Europeans seem to have wised up to the gam_e being
played with their land and lives, much of the rest of the world,
particularly the already volatile middle East, remains hungry for
new weapon systems.
The war in bringing some sense to the self-destructive thinking
of military minds, is far from over, but the people of Europe
may have started the "battle" that will lead to disarmament.

AWACS no threat
The latest round of the Reagan-Congress face-off has once
again been won by the President.
The voting yesterday to allow the sale of sophisticated
A WACS planes to Saudi Arabia is just another example of the
salesmanship Reagan has brought to the White House. You get
the feeling the man could sell the Arabs sand if he wanted to,
Through all the debate and bargaining that preceded yester·day's decisive vote, Reagan once again proved himself a master
statesman in the area of influencing members of the Republican
controlled Senate.
What is hard to understand about the issue as a whole, is why
the big furor over the sale of unarJ1?ed, purely defensive weapons
to an area of the world already brimming with advanced offensive weapon systems?
The Saudi's now possess the most sophisticated aerial
surveillance equipment in the world; almost. The planes being
sent to Ridyad are not fully equipped like the version flown by
American Air Force personnel. And the talent and sophistication of the Israeli Air Force should more than offset the presence
o f the A WACS. The nuclear reactor that lies in ruin jn Bagdad is
a stunning example of Israeli air superiority. It is doubtful
anyone would seriously contend the Israelis could not handily
,hoot the A WACS o·u t of the sky if the need arose. .....
·
What the AWACS sale does for the Saudi government is give
i hem the capability to dete~t- aggressive aircraft in time to defend
i he \'itall~ important oilfiel~s of the.region. This capability adds
a .further _msura~ce_ to the vital and extremely vulnerable flow of
oil to the mdustnahzed West.

cl:ellerJ

Godspe/1 ethics attacked
Editor:
was virtually a mass of
In a world full of people bleeding, raw flesh. The sin of
miserable, lost, and dying in the world (mine and yours) is
their sin (Romans 6:23 "For what put Him there; that was
the wages of sin is death, but the cost of freedom from sin
the free gift of God is eternal for you and me. Seeing Jesus
life in Christ Jesus our portrayed as a man who would
Lord."), here is indeed a indulge in anything lustful, or
desperate need that every ear less than one who was
should hear the gospel (not perfect e d
in
Io v e,
godspell) of Jesus Christ, that righteousness, and holiness, is
they might repent (that is, a lie!
turn from their sin by the
Many Christians I have
power of the Holy Spirit) and spoken with have seen the
be saved.
show and appreciate it as
The production of Godspell "Christian" entertainment.
did not speak this message to Entertainment--yes, maybe for
the many people who filled the some; but Christian--of
Showalter Auditorium every_ Christ? .. . let ·us not deceive
night last week. This produc- ourselves. Jesus Christ would
lion was a mockery of the never play Himself in a progospel and character of Jesus ductioq like Godspell. Jesus
Christ, much to the heartbreak . would not do anything like
of every believer that has seen · "read feet." I pray that the
his or her sin in the light of LQrd would give His people
Jesus hanging on the cross, discernment of the vast difafter being beaten until He ference between the things of

Dlay good news
. r. or bad?
.·

..C- ll

· Editor:
Wa_s Godspell really ''good
news" or "good entertaint"'> I fi l b r
th t
~en .d /rm Y e •e;e d~
.. ~ ~r~ .u~ ion was no. go Y
anT~:sp~:met(or ood n~~s) is
"the ~wt of G~d for salva-

·

• ·
tion to every one who over) so much. By going to the
believes" (Romans 1: 16). cross, by His obedience, He
d ·
Throughout the pro uellon I took on the whole world's sjns
witnessed dirty jokes , girls in a~d did everything possible for
skimpy costumes, seductive mankind so that we might live
dancing a nd singing, a nd eternally with God. J.Jnless we
P.
laughter at the parables. Thi~ take a serious look at sin and
is what the Bible says: .
what it does to us ("the wages
For speaking out of arrogant of sin is death" Romans 6:23),
words of vanity they entice by we will never see the need for
fleshly desires, by sensuali- Jesus to save us.
'
BPE.AJ<IA/6 o,:: ~IIJC."'
ty. . .
promising
them
Pr-0ductions like Godspell
t.J#IIERE'l> 7N£.Y HID£
freedom while they themselves may seem humorous and
711£'1/!( Ft.YIN6 Moon,s f
are slaves of corruption. (II harmless, but we must realize
C'l----------1 Peter2:18-19)
that we are talking about life.
J,IA
Does God's righteousness con- My heart goes out to those
111"
sist of dirty jokes and seduc- who packed Showalter's
,
/ tion?
Auditorium for six evenings.
Godspell pictured Jesus as Don't miss the true gospel's
some vaudeville performer message!
reacting as if life was some Either mak~ the tree good, and
comic strip. Is the Lord this its fruit good; or make the tree
way?
rotten, and its fruit rotten; for
. Jesus came to this earth as the tree is known by its fruit.
the only begotten Son of God (Matthew 12:33)
to die for a rebellious world
Mike Midkiff
a:a.u&--'-!---'---111c::;;,iiwi::.;,:.;,.::::..t 1that He loves (and grieves
Married Students' Court #19

by Mike Moulton

Spagetts

1---!-------~--~ .------------.
. •------------.. .
SPAb1'€rrS_. -You'RE
~

REAL.14iTIC. ···

NOT SuPPDSEO TO
wEAR Voll.R 06R.E.

cosrumi;

UNTIL

I-IRLLOIJEEJJ !

this wo rld and the things of
Himself.
The Bible says, "For the
grace of God has appeared ,
bringing salvation to all men ,
instruc ting us to deny
ungodliness and worldly
desires and lo live sensibly,
righteously and godly in the
present age ." (Titus· 2: 11-12)
The Bi.ble also says, .. Do not
love the world, nor the things
in the world. If anyone loves
the world, the love of the
Father is not in Him." (I John
2:15) Oh,, that men and
women professing to be born
again of the Spirit of God
(John 3) would seek until they
receive from the Father
spiritual eyes and ears, so that
we might hear what the Spirit
of the Living God is saying to
His people. Maranatha!
Cathy Boose
223 Streeter

~!

~t&.

i,lA,.,,,.

I
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Student seeking
mayor's position
by John Austin
Feature Editor

Ken Side, who faces incumbent Tom Trulove in Tuesday's Cheney mayoral election, believes the city and
Eastern Washington University should maintain a working
relationship as the city does
with every business in town.
"They should never get at
each other's throats," said
Side, an officer at the Cheney
Police· Department the last six
years. "I think the city and the
college should work together,
with give and take on both
sides.''
"Eastern will be treated as
any other business but even
more so because of its size/'
he added. "We won't, of
course, ignore a small business
such as a restaurant down on
First Street.''
Side pointed out that the city and the college already
share some services, such as
the fire department, and the
police department is also there
to · help Campus Safety, the
on-campus disciplinary force.
"In fact, Eastern has an advantage over the city in keeping order on campus," the
c_a ndidate, who is also a
reserve officer for Campus
Safety, said. "Eastern can
take either criminal or
disciplinary action; while the
city can ta-ke only criminal."
If Side, admitted underdog
in Tuesday's race, won the
maypr's post, he ~ould quit

his police officer job and also
take a severe cut in salary. '' l
make about $20,000 a year
with overtime," he said. "The
mayor's job pays $5,400 a
year."
Money,, then, did not lure
Side into the race. '' I noticed
how morale is low in this city.
There's a lot of waste, too and we need to improve the
quality, not the qt1antity of
services the city maintains.''
Side entered the mayoral
race literally the last few
minutes before entry deadline
passed when he found out incumbent Tom Trulove would
have run unopposed.
"That's why I think I have a
chance. People are looking at
the services now and want an
improvement in their quality," he said. "I really think I
have a lot to offer."
Side has been working on
ideas that would make Cheney
get together in terms of spirit.
"There's nothing wrong
with a free car wash behind City Hall once a year," he sai<;l.
"Or raising the flag on Flag
Day."
"And once a year I'd like to
have a gathering in one of the
city parks to have people come
and talk to city employees on a
.casual basis - come with their
gripes and have a good time,"
Side said. He added that a
reader board in front of City
hall on First Street, announcing upcoming events, is an

Challenger Ken Side

Foreign student active
· by Chris Gaston
Staff Writer

The International Students
Association is sponsoring an
Arabian night, Nov. 6.
.
The evening will consist of a
dinner, live and recorded folk
music, belly dancing, folk
dancing, and cultural artifacts
and slide show. General admission is $4 and students pay
$3. Because seating is limited,
reservations should be made
by calling 359-2311.
The international students
are also sponsoring a disco
Friday night in the PUB.
EWU currently has 391
foreign students, from forty
two countries and territories.
The advisor of foreign
students is Dr. Heung T.
Wong, and academic
counselor is .Cathrine Porter.
"We help arrange dinners and
idea he is pursuing.
. activities throughout the
1
'I've got some really corny year,'' said Mrs. Porter.
'' A new program called
ideas, I know," said the 29Educational
Interactions will
year-old Side, who is comstart
winter
pleting a BA in Education at hopefully
EWU. '' But I really do give a quarter," said Dr. Wong. This
program will apparently condamn.
"People need a change," he sist of a group of international
students that will go around to · Wong. ·
concluded. "They really do."
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"TU£R£

mk£f 11 /JEW ·
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Notes from the Provost
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Scholars~ip offer_
lntcrnat ional Computer
Programs, Inc. is offering a
scholarship for the 1982-83
academic year~ for a student
majoring in computer science.
The student must be a
sophomore or junior. Select ion of the award will be based
on: accumulative grade point
average in the student's field
ol study; ·overall grade point
average; need for financial
aid; participation in data
processing-re'lated activiti_!!s;

schools and talk to classes
about their countries and
traditions. "This program will
hopefully help American
students have a better
understanding of the foreign
students' backgrounds and
where they are coming from,"
said Mrs. Porter. "This program will be made available to
students of all ages."
According to Mrs. Porter,
the different cultures all have
things to teach us about their
backgrnunds and ways of life.
Last year 44 international
students earned their baccalaureate degrees and 20
earned Masters.
"After they have graduated,
most return to their own countries," said Dr. Wong. "They
can go home able to do so
much more for themselves and
become a more valuable asset
to their people," added Mrs.
Porter.
A main goal of the International Students Association is
to help people to realize that
foreign students are really no
different than A~erican
students, according to Dr.

school activities and leadership roles; and ovl!rall accomplishments and awards.
The deadline for applications
is November 15. Additional
information and application
forms are available in Student
Services, Showalter 207.
Student Services has a
braille version of the Official
Voters Pamphlet for the
November 3 election. The
Pamphlet is available for use
in our office between 8 and 5
any weekday.
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Youth alcoholism
percentage high
by Cullen Loeffler
Staff Writer

~

.,..
__

_✓

many
underage
How
students drink illegally at
Eastern?
Informal interviews over the
last two weeks with students at
Pearce and Dressler Halls
resulted in estimates of
underage drinking ranging
from 75 to 95 percent.
"It's going to be up there,
75 to 80 percent," said Dale
Patterson, a geography major
at Eastern.
He attributed a lot of the
drinking to peer pres~ure and
said, ''It's really too bad that a
lot of kids think .they have to
do.that to be accepted."
Madeline Sanchez, an EWU
freshman, said, "95 percent"
of those under 21 Qrink.
"Probably the same number
as those over 21.''
Sanchez also· said that
alcohol was fairly easy to obtain. "You can just ask
anyone over 21 and they'll buy
it for you. It's easy to go to
Idaho and there's always fake
I.D. cards."
According to Lt. Montague
of Campus Safety, enforcement of dorm rules, including
underage drinking is the
responsibility of the R.A.s.
Dave Overby, Head Resident of Dressler Hall, said, " I
think it's pretty strictly enforced ... if we know an offense is
occuring we're not turning our
backs on it a lot. . . but if
you're asking why don't we go
into rooms and search for people who are drinking - well,
we're not on a witch hunt."

The problem of illegal
drinking is complicated
because under current university policies those students
over 21 years of age can drink
in the dorms.
Dale Patter·s on, a Dressler
Hall resident, said, "You
can't really go around and
check every I. D. card and see
if they're 21. I mean you could
if you wanted to stay up all
night and you had a lot of
manpower."
Some interviewed did not
see underage drinking as a
problem. Nathan Tapia, an
Eastern freshman pointed out
'that a lot of drinking went on
in high school and what occurs
in the dorms was little different.
Mike State, a Pearce Hall
R.A., talked about potential
problems for those over and
under 21 years.
"I wouldn't be surprised if
the~e were some alcoholics in
the dorm because I know there
are people who drink every
night. They're probably not
full-fledged alcoholics, but I
wouldn't be surprised if they
were in the beginning stages."
Dave Overby, Head Resi dent of Dressler Hall, pointed
to a potential long term problem.
"I don ' t think a lot of people realize how strongly a
drinking
habit
they're
establishing. I think if they
drink heavily in college that
could form the basis for the
drinking problem you see in
older people.''
Dri.nking has also led to

complaints of .noise and vandalism. Linda Hatcher, a.n
EWU freshman, said, "Noise;
people get destructive and they
don't think of other people
when they mess around."
Drinking can also affect
grades. Mike State, a Pearce
Hall R.A., said, "There's
times when· a guy has to study
and his friends want him to go
to Showy's or have a drink in
their room, and he' ll end up in

Student volunteers

by Peggy McManus
Slaff Writer

/Yauu,,n/ea

Mixed Vegs, Sld Bar, Wht & Apple Brd, Coconut
Crm Pdg, Rice Krispy Squares, Purple Plums.

Corn Chowder, Hot Dogs/Baked Beans,
American Goulash, Egg Sld Bowl, Diced Carrots,
Sid Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Tapioca Pdg, Coconut
Cookies, Pear Half.

·. veds., Nov. 4

Split Pea Soup, Sloppy Joes, Broccoli Ccl!l5,, C?ld ,
Cut Sld Cut Green Beans, Sld Bar, Wht & Cmn
Bread, Choe. Pdg, Ranger Cookies, Peach Slices.

l~

·

~tu IJtfe

. Catholic Campus
Center
~ 'Etfcharist Sundays In

PUB
2nd Floor Lounge
9:00 P.M.

Breakfast/Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for
l Opunches for breakfast or lunch at $20 per ticket
·
or $2.25 per meal
Dinner Hours 4: 15 • 6:30 .

All Welcome!
'

,

.. * ** *·
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .,

·HOW TO ADVERT·I SE
In The Eas1:erDerl .
r

of a local A.A. chapter can be
reached at 235-8S94. In
Spokane the number of. the
Spokane Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center is 624-3251 and the
number for the Alcohol Information Network is 458-2528.

..
fields of education, social service, psychology and recreation, said Tom Johnson, assistant· program director of .the
Antonian School.
Other majors may also
benefit from the volunteer service, particularly if their
future careers involve working
with children or emotionally
disturbed adults, he said. "It's a ·chance for· students
to receive credit or money or
both for getting practical experience," Johnson said.
"We have students who
started out on work study who
developed into full-time
.e mployees," he added. , But
doing volunteer work at Antonian is no piece of cake.
·
"There are very intense,
stressful work sit~ations,''
Johnson said.
Recently, in fact, one of the
house mothers was beaten so
badly by one of her charges
she had to be hospitalized.
"We have crises here all'the
time," Johnson said. Many of
the aaolescents "don't like it
here. 'They'd rather be in Seattle 'slumped up' or working as
' prostitutes.''
What the ~taff of Antoruan
attempts to do is instill a sense
of responsibility in the kids.
"It's -artificial here,"
Johnson said. "It's not the
way the world really is. What

•

, SUBMITADS TO
Alpha Kappa Psi

_328A Ku1gsto~ .
.-- ·. 359-7930 . ..

Those who find alcohol is
causing a problem in their lives
can turn to help from agencies
in 60th Spokane and Cheney.
In Cheney a representative

Antonian SchoO! needs help

For Eastern students seeking.work experience with emotionally disturbed youngsters,
the opportuni y is close at
hand - one mile north of
Cheney . . _
The Antoniah · School for
E.motiorially
Disturbed
~Mn#'~
Adolescents is __currently seeking as many student volunteers
_ LUNCHEON MENU
from Eastern as it can get.
Served from 10:30 a.m. - 2: l'5 p.m ..
What's in it for the student
Thurs., Oct. 29 Bean -Soup, Tacos, Tµna Noodle Cass., Rolled ·
volunteers1
Salami Salad, Diced Carrots, Salad Bfl!, Wht & ,
Well, there,s probably no
WW Bread, Lemon Pudding, · Choe. Chip
Cookies, Applesauce. ·
p:ay. But the experience of
working first-hand with emoTomato Soup, Gr. Cheese Sandwich, Baked
Fri., Oct. 30
Spaghetti, Harn Sid Bowl, Z_u cchini, Salad Bar, ~ t
tionally. disturbed youngsters
& Dilly Bread, Apple Cnsp, Oatmeal Cookies,
is likely to give the volunteers
Pear Half.
,an advantage when it com.es to
French Onion Soup, Gr. Ham & Chse Sand., Gr.
Mon.,Nov.Z
.. competing for jobs in the
Cheese/Com Chip, Beef-Burrito, Fruit Sld Bowl,

Tues., Nov. 3

Showy's or their room."
Drinking can also lead to
disciplinary action. Allen
Ogden, Assistant to the Provost for Student Services, said
that of the approximately 300
disciplinary cases he sees each
year, "85 to 90 percent" are
alcohol related.
Sgt. Cindy Reed, Campus
Safety said that of the calls
they respond to "80 percent"
are alcohol related.

..

'

· 'Ads Must e.{R~eiv~d· b/9.~ni-MondaY ·

*********'* **********

Cuds-Poaten
Stationary-Jewelry
Fum.lture-Importecl

Toiletriea
For more info, Dig Deep

we try to do is teach them how
to function in the community.
For some of them, it is hard to
learn you can't do everything
you want to all the time."
The number of residents at
the school varies. Presently, 19
teenagers are there, most of
them wards of the state.
S_tat~ fundins for the school
is based on the number of
resid~nts at· the school. Other
funds comes from '\he city of
Cheney charities ·and fundraising benefits.
~
"We clon't get eno,ugh
money to do the job right and
(still) pay people (proper)
salaries," Johnson said. "So
we have opted, for a short
time I hope, to do the job right
with substandard salaries."
That's one of the reasons
volunteers are needed so badly, he said.
Interested persons should
contact the Antonian School
or the Center for Experiencial
Learning.
· The school is also accepting
. donations such as Campbell
Soup label~, blankets, and
clothes.
.
As housemother of the girls'
dor:m,· Lynn Lenard sums up
the Antonian working life saying, "Emotional rewards are
· very limited. But when you get
them they are very, very sweet
and very, very important."

/
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TriVia quiz_-botched
by John Austin

made by calling 359-2825.

1-·eature Editor

•••••

Some events to plan for in
the upcoming weeks:
Ronnie Milsap will appear
in the Spokane Opera House
Saturday, November 7 for two
shows at 7 and IO p.m. Appearing as opening act will be
Gail Davies, originally from
the Pacific Northwest.
The concert' is put on by
KDRK-FM radio, and tickets
are available at all M&M ticket
outlets.
The Spokane Symphony
will commemorate the EWU
Centennial in a November 10
concert with two EWU faculty
members, Kelly Farris and
Achilles Balabanis. The two
will perform Brahms' Double
Concerto, and ·the Symphony
will perform Bartok's Concer10 f.or Orchestra, Tickets are
available through Symphony
· Box Office outlets, or call 6241200.
One week fro~ ~onight the
1-:WU Theatre, nof conJent to
sit ba<.:k and enjoy the plaudits
from their perforf1)ance of
"Godspell" last week, · go
ahead with "Whose Life Is It
Anyway'?" in the University
Theatre. Reservations <.:an be

Jot tfieJe Jown.

A correction: it's Eddie, not
Darrell Murphy who is the
highlight of NBC's "Saturday
Night Live." l got Eddie confused with Darrell Igus of
"Fridays."
Speaking
of
which,
"Fridays" seems to have gone
down in quality" this year in
comparison with last year.
Last year il was so off the wall
that watching even a few
minutes of it would produce a
laugh. This year, however,
· they are not as daring as they
are offensive. There are a few
funny bits, and the musical
guests are still good, but
overall the show's become
quite stagnant.
I've· been told by several
people that "SCTV Network
90'' is the funniest thing going
on the tube these .d ays. Admittedly it is the most consistently
funny show we've had for- a
long time, but.it suffers froma
few problems. Most notably,
it seems the actors are better
writers than they are actors;
they often seem bland compared to the material they are
performing,. And the laugh
track on the show is pointless,

that -gav.e Coca-Cola its name
was cocaine. Two of the four
respond ants answered that.
The other two answered coca.
Since the question was not as
clear as it should have been,
we'll call everyone right.
For the Beatles questions,
Martha was Paul's sheepdog.
Prudence is Mia Farrow's
sister. And Penny Lane is a
street in London. Brad \Vhite
knew about Prudence,1 and
Lisa Scott guessed P,enny
Lane's location correctly.
The longest song ever to hit
#1
is
Don
McLean's
"American Pie" which clocked in at eight minutes, 33
seconds. Only Nicholas Gainer
had that one.
The final question we'll just
have to discard. The query
was, what World Series player
has played for another team in
the World Series? Our sports
editor, Mark Nelke, had Reggie JacRson in, mind . when he
thought it up. Reggie pJayed
for the Oakland A's oefo'fe
coming to .New York. But
Brad White had an answer
that also was correct - Tommy
John, pitcher for the Yankees,
pitched for the Dodgers when
they were in 'the Series in '77

and '78 .
When Mark was told that,
he looked off and said,
"Hmmm. I wonder if there's
anyone else. . . "
So let's try it again :
I. It's that time of the year
again, when witches and
goblins are as common as fall ing leaves and crisp air. The
movie "Hallow~en" was a big
hit a couple of years ago, and
"Halloween 2" opens tomorrow night. Who directed both?
And who stars as the madman's target in both?
2. Who is the voice of
Charlie the Tuna?
3. For that matter, who is
the voice of Mr. Magoo?
4 . What famous rock and
roll group originally called
themselves the "Moondogs"?
5. Simon and Garfunkel,
before their hit "The Sounds ·
of Sil~nce," hit it big briefly
once in the late '50's under
another name. What was that .
n'ame?
·
~
6. What National Basketball
Association team last won
back to back world titles? And
when?
Answers should be in the
Easterner office by Tuesday at
3 p.m.
·

• • •
.

..

misused and intrusive. There
will be nothing funny happening and the track will suddenly
burst with a titter that is totally out of place.
Anyone out there watch
"Benny Hill"? That show can
be hilariously funny, but one
must suffer through . Hill's
preoccupation with breasts
and buttocks to catch one
gem.
Probably the funniest thing
on the air, however, is Tom
Snyder. And he isn't a comedian. News has it that David
Letterman is getting another
chance with a late night show
that will be squeezed between
Carson and Snyder's programs. Good luck to him.
.....
· Well, last week's trivia quiz
will go down in history as the
most confusing. Four people
responded and they all knew
that Mary Steenbur.g~n starred
in "Time After Time." · All
Jour also'knew that Tony Randall . starred in "The Tony
Randall Show" which was one
, of the most obvious trivia
questions you'il ever read.
Then the problems set in.
The reason we were looking
for in regar'ds to the ingredient

..

.

Homecpming:-·through Saturday-·
Today. ()ctob~r 29 ,
,. 12 · noon "Coping Wilh
Depression" is the title of a
speech which will be given by
Guay Tippets in the Women's
Lounge, Monroe Hall.
8 p.m. The festivities continue with the Homecoming
Ro)'alty Coronaliol) and dinner theatre in the PUB MultiPurpose Room.
Also at 8, flutist Webb Coffee will perform in a faculty
recital being held in the Music
Building Recital Hall.
.~riday, October 30
1:30 p.m. Don Knotts
shakes and shudders through a
haunted house in °The Ghost
and Mr. Chicken'.' in the PUB
MPR. Free, and repeats
tomorrow for 50 cents, same
time and place.
10 p.m. "Prom Night", a

-

Hete :.- hosts
the
special Halloweeen thriller, port
Oktoberfest
..
Masquerade
will be shown in the PUB
MPR for $1 student admis- Homecoming Dance. There's
sion, $2 general. Repeats no charge, just lots of fun and
Saturday at 10, Sunday at 6 great music by the Glenn
Strange Band, Bridgewater·
and 9.
and
the Big Bud~s Band.
Saturday, October 31
Monday, November 2
10 p.m. The excitement of
All day .. Context" is the
the Home~oming Parade
begins its route at the theme of Michael Cohens'
Showalter Hall ·parking lot, ,photographic exhibition, beheads down "G" Street and ing shown in the Grande
makes a left on First, which Photography Gallery, EWU
seems to provide the best view Art Building.
12 p.m. Candidates for
of the action. At "C" Street,
the procession takes a left to mayor of Cheney will present
their speeches in the PUB
finish off at Woodward Field.
1:30 p.m. Eastern Eagles MPR and again at 8 p.m.
meet their toughest opponents
of the season when they take
on the Puget Sound Loggers at
Woodward Field. Free with
student 1.0.
9 p.m. - 1 p.m. The Daven-

i iA"1\GE · ·~0Uj6E ·
,.
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PIZZA~ .
~

11

00
.." ...•,c'+
OFF
Open 11 a.m. daily
•

c~NEY

Hall.
I p.m. A panel discusses the
"Chemistry of Love - Myth,
Theory or Reality?" · in the
Women's Lounge, Monroe
Hall.
3 - 6 p.m. AS.EWU Council
Meeting,
PUB
Council
Chambers.
Wednesday, November 4
9:30 a.m. - S p.m. and 7-9
p.m. "Science at Eastern" is a
day-long program in 'the
Pavilion.
12 noon The film of'lmpressionist Mary Cassatt will be
shown in the Women's
Lounge, Monroe Hall.

,~~~f

Halloween Moonlight

•-----------------------------------•-•91'

II
I
I

3 p.m. - S p.m. An
Ac-ademic Senate Meeting will
be held in the PUB Council
chambers.
The best of this year's nonfiction films will be shown at
various times through Nov. 5.
For info, a Filmguide is
a.v ailable from the library.
· Tuesday, November 3
All day Charles Natha11's
art exhibition, "Mixed Media
Wall Sculptures," will be
presented in the Showalter
Gallery;
12 noon "Women and
Religion" continues in the
Women's Lounge, Monroe

/PARLOR.

~

.

.
. ·o·
Large
or
1ant'

Pizza

Except Sun. 12:00
122 College and 2nd
Deliveries! ·
235-6193
Coupon expires 6/ 15/82
Comater Orden and Deliveries

•

---------------------------------------

·The bewitching hours will be
.this Friday, O~l--30th
7:QQ._p.m. to 11 :00 p.fTl. ··

.
'

Sale)
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~
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''The French Lieutenant's Woman,,

,'

.

Streep mak~s-tnoYies all better.
by John Austin
Feature Editor

This may be a bad time for
movies, but Meryl Streep-will
make it all better.
What with the current attitude of fantasy blockbusters
being the main course these
days at theaters, it's nice to
know that a few people care
for making films that mean
something.
Meryl Streep, in ''The
French
Lieutenant's
Woman," shows an almost
meticulous care for her portrait of Sarah, the eighteenthcentury woman who silently
stares out to ,sea, waiting for
the Frenchman that possessed
her to return from his
homeland.r-..
· .·
Th~eginning . of the film
-cattipults us instantly into the
thick of the plot, when the
clack of the familiar movie cue
board at the front of the
screen prompts Streep to begin
walking across the set, as

cameramen jockey for the best
position. In that quick
fashion, we learn that "The
French Lieutenant's Woman"
will be a movie within a movie,
with Streep and Jeremy Irons
playing the dual roles of the
characters in the story and the
actors portraying the
characters.
At first that may be confusing to the average movie goer,
but one~ gotten used to it
becomes fun to watch how the
characters of 1867 are so
similar to the actors of 1981.
It's this fine weaving that is
certanly a highlight of the
film. One leaves the theater,
however, with little memory of
the modern-day story but instead a vivid recollection of
the Victorian era that is so
faithfully recreated.
The film is from John
Fowies' 1969 novel of the
same name, and its flavoring is
left intact. Fowles is particular
in setting and language, in-

dicating an awesome amount
of research. From the use of
the tiny telescope to the
painted-white faces of the
whores in London's bowels we
are constantly reminded we
are in a different time and
mood.
The photography, which
never digresses from. excellence, helps in this mood.
One can smell the clear air of
Lyme and the sooty aroma of
Industrial London. The smell
of Streep's fine dyed-red hair
also seems to just be beyond
the end of the nose.
But it !s the stunning performances of Streep and Irons .
that make the movie. Never is
there the feeling that these are
merely actors making a movie
- it's that vivid. Streep mai~tains an aura around her of

mystery and ambiguity mixed short and abrupt to really
with a tinge of madness that work. Even in the climactic
causes her character to never scene where Irons and Streep
mire in predictability. At first plot to leave a party together
glance of her by Irons she is (a party celebrating the end of
the total history of female the filming of the movieenigma in one brief uncaring within-the-movie which is
glance. Then she's totally ·populated with the actors that
vulnerable and childlike as she had supporting roles in the
pleads for Irons' help and production) and thus leave
love. And then finally she is their families, there is too
her own woman, a mysterious much of nothing going on.
woman once again that Irons
With that view it's easy
searches unendingly for. ·enough to say that "The
Streep's mastery of these · French Lieutenant's Woman"
diversified emotions never is showing_ us how much depth
loses balance.
the Victorian era had ,and how
With such a fine job of shallow we ·are now in comperiod filrµmaking, it's easy to parison. It's easy enough to
overlook the scenes showing reaUy ignore t~e modern-day
the actors that are portraying scenes, however, and revel in
the Victorian characters. Here the obvious pleasure Streep
too are ,well-handled moods and Irons ar-e having playing
and emotions, but they are too lovers in the age of Dickens.

~Go_dspe/l' scores,~
players excel/
by Dawn Cawrse
Staff Writer

EWU's Theatre Department
certainly got off to a good
start with the musical
"Godspell". Although it was
a unique version, it came off
well and pleased the audience.
"Godspell" is a musical
based,on the Gospel according
to St. Matthew. It is a series of
skits and stories that depict the
life and ministry of Jesus.
Christ. "Godspell" is funny
and lighthearted up until the
crucifixion,· it then changes
laughter to tears. Tom Hare,
who played Christ, gave a
human and down to Earth
portrayal. He was both
believable and funny.
· From the opening line in the
back of the theatre to the
re urrection of Christ, the actors held their audience. The
group sang well together and
kept the play lively. "Day By
Day" sung by Marita Brown,
.. All Good Gifts", by Ken
Haywood, "Turn Back, 0
Man", by Rebeckah Buel, and

"By My Side", with Shawna
Reitan and Buel, in a duet,
were some of the better performed songs.
. "All For The Best", with
Eric l-Jartley and Hare, captured the audience. Their
musical was very much a comedy while other versions are
often more serious.
Many famous sayings,
quotations, and imitations
were used in strang~ situations:
as well as jokes pertaining to
EWU. But a definite plus was
the ballet performance during
the song "By My Side".
The major fa ult with the
show was the twenty year old
sound system that detracted
from the entire performance.
The speakers were seemingly
about to blow and unfortunately ruined many songs.
Although most of the songs
were performed well, a few of
the songs left something to be
desired, but showed a lot of
potential. It will be interesting
to see what happens during the
rest of the year.

Stairs in the PUB are seen in a different perspective i~ this photo by.Jlandy Rains.

'Visions'.crowd inefficient
by Cullen Loeffler
Staff Wf'\ter

"Visions of Tomorrow," a
slide and film show, was
presented by Sam Love
Thursday night at 7 p.m. in
the PUB Multi-Purpose
Room.
This was the second multimedia production in EWU'~
"Visions, Speakers Series of
the 80's." Ttie theme of
Thursday night's presentation

·HAPPY-HALLOWEEN!
BEGINNING THIS WEEK:

"CORE'~

KeepThe Glass
·,

Special

2-4p.m.
16 oz. Coke and C:Jau

Only·SZ•

w /any pur~hase

75• all other times
While .~titles last!
Remeinher Today & TomonowLast Chance for
Oktoberfest Spec:ialsl
(German Sausage w/ Kraut -Apple Strudel ala mode)

Alley~Way Gri·lle
J

centered around the "h_igh
technology vision" of the
future sold to us by large corporations.
According to M-r. Love this
vision has become irrelevant
with our declining ability to
produce energy.
The audience consisted of
about 2S people ·scattered
through half the MultiPurpose Room, hardly an efficient use of space, but then the·
theme was energy~
The earnest, low-key, lowenergy Mr. Love certainly
deserved a slightly larger au.dience, say SO or 60. His proenvironment,
anti-big
business, anti-nuclear energy
presentation sounded like a
washed ~ut, warmed up (but
.not too hot; we're conserving
energy) version of the 60's and
70's.
The presentation did have
its moments, however. The
7000-mile hamburger and the
Mexican tomato will certainly
stick in the minds, if not the
stomachs of many; well, at
least 25.
The 7000-mile burger consisted of ingredients that had
to travel that distance before
coming together into one
greasy delight. This may help
explain the quality of food at
Tawanka.
The Mexican tomato was

grown in Mexico, transported
for reasons yet to be explained
to California, and then· put on
a flight to Atlanta,, Georgia,
· where · it met a well-deserved
fate; possibly as a garnish for
the burge,r .
The point of all this was that
there had to be a better, more ·
efficient way of dealing with
1
hamburgers and tomatoes. No
doubt.
Perhaps in keeping with the
low-energy theme, Mr. Love's
slides looked as though they
had been clipped from
Popular Mechanics magazine
and his film lasted only about
a minute. It's artistry was a
serious threat to Saturday
morning cartoons.
The most exciting part of
the . performance came when
one of the audience rushed to
a side door and threw up. I
wouldn't exactly take this as a
comment on the presentation.
It was certainly good enough
to show on T. V., along with
the "Beverly Hillbillies." ·
Mr. Love gave the impression of having carefully rescar- ,
chcd his topic and lhen having ·
selected the most extreme examples to make his case - exactly the kind of tactic the corporations use i~ presenting
th~ir side. The presentation
was like a debate with one side
missing.
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Sports
vsUP,S
Showdown - E
..

by Mark Nelke
S ports Editor

'

Now is the time to find out
how good the Eastern football
team really is.
The
Eagles
pick
on
somebody their own size for
the first time in a long time,
hosting the powerful Puget
Sound Loggers in a game that
will go a long way toward
determining the playoff
possibilities of the two. teams.
Kickoff for the Saturday
Homecoming clash is 1:30
p.m. on Woodward Field.
From all indications the
EWU-UPS game will be a
classic matchup. The Loggers
ranked in the top ten in -Division II , are 7-1, with victories
over six Division II schools.
UPS is ranked near the top in
rushing defense, allowing less
than 50 yards a game.
The Eagles, ranked in the
second ten in Division 11, are
5-1, with victories over one
Division II school. Eastern's
figures of over 300 yards
rushing and over 450 yards
total offense place them near
the top of the national rankings. EWU is also in the top 10
in rushing defense, yielding
just 62 yards per tilt.
The teams have played two
common opponents, Simon
Fraser and Cal StateH~yward. EWU beat SFU 5014, while UPS beat them 31-7.
EWU beat Hayward 24-10,
while UPS won 17-7. EWU
lost to Idaho State of the Big

Sky Conference 34-10, while
UPS fell to Weber State of the
Big Sky 31-iO.
"It' s the most important
game we've had this year, "
said Eastern coach Dick
Zornes. "There's a lot of importance riding on this game,
with Puget Sound's national
ranking and all that. I tend to
look at every game we play as
important, but as far as the
team goes, the way they feel
about it, it's the most important."
Physically, Eastern should
be in about the best shape
they've been in all year.
Quarterback Dan Daly, nearly
given up as lost for the season
three weeks ago, will start
against Puget Sound, despite
still being hampered by a sore
left knee.
He will be backed up by
sophomore Jim McElwain,
who has started the last two
ballgames. Jim Brittain, who
was injured against Simon
Fraser, is back on the redshirt
list again.
Tailback Jeff Haack (knee)
is questionable, but free safety
Greg Kramer (severe hip
pointer) and defensive end
Shawn Reilly (groin pull) are
probable. Defensive end, Dave
Schneider (broken arm) and
linebacker Ron Olsen (knee
surgery) are gone for the
season.
In the past UPS has been
strong defensively and in the
kicking game, but this season
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their attack is more bala nced,
ac c ording
to
Zornes ,
" They've really made some
improvements," he said,
"because they ' ve got some of
their injured guys back, and
are rounding into a fine offensive team .
"Defensively they'.re a great
football team," Zornes said.
"The key is whether we can
move the ball on them, and
.keep the.m from big-playing us
on offense . They have much
more team speed than we do,
but I think we've got a realistic
shot at beating them."
The Loggers' balanced a rtack centers around running
backs Rick Lindblad, just
back from an injury, and Ron
Bagby, the passing of QB's
Kevin Reimer and Rod
Drivstuen and the receiving of
Mike Bos.
Eastern counters with its big
back offense, led by tailback
Dean Brady, nationally ranked with · 651 yards rushing,
fullback Mike Andersen with
398 yards and a 6.5 average,
tailback Tom Ramberg, who ,
missed two games earlier in the
season, has 220 yards. Haack
has carried for 230 yards and
tailback Rick Raymond has
chipped in 146 with an impressive 5.9 average.

Daly has completed 65.8
percent of hi s passes and
McElwain leads the team in
touchdown passes with three .
In Brittain's brief appearance
against Simon Fraser, he com-

pleted 10 of 20 for 136 yards
and two touchdowns . .
In last week's 38-0 tuneup
win over Western Montana,
(cont. on page 12)

Eastern's improving netters, shown here during a tough loss to
Idaho, host the EWU Invitational Saturday. - photo by Wendy
Wallin

Netlers set for EWU invite
Volleyballs will be flying
around all day long Saturday
as
Eastern
Washington
University stages its own eightteam invitational tournament
on Reese Court beginning at 8
a.m.
Eastern, Montana State,
Lewis-Clark State and Northern ~ontana comprise Pool
l, while Western Washington,
Spokane Falls, Gonzaga and
Montana Tech make up Pool
2. The top two teams in each
pool advance to the championship bracket, with the bottom
two playing in the c~nsolation
bracket.
"It looks like Montana
State is the· favorite, being the
only Division I program,''

1.

said Coach Mary Rubright.
"In the first and thir9 ·
"Western Washington is look- games )Ne serve-received better
ing good and so is SFCC. than we have in a long time,"
We'll have to play 100 percent said Rubright. "In the second
to beat Montana State.
game we kinda sat back and
The.night before the tourna- watched them do, things to
ment Montana, en route to a us.,,
Saturday
match
with
Freshmen Cherie Chuk and
Washington State, takes on Debbie Bath kept EWU in the
the Eagles Friday at 7:30 p.m. third game until Idaho pulled
Nov. 3 Eastern hosts Gonzaga out the game and the match.
"We were in it all the way,"
at 5 p.m. and WSU at 7 p.m.
Last Tuesday (Oct. 20) the said Assistant Coach Barb
women fell to defending Moe. "Cherie and Debbie
league champion Idaho at kept us in it because of the
home 15-8, 15-3 and 15-12. · spirit they presented on the
"Idaho is very strong," said court.''
Rubright. "They are a very
The game marked the return
determined, aggressive team.
Very few balls ever go down of sophomore Sandy Schoragainst them unless they're hit nak, who had been recovering
well. They outright w.on the from injured knee suffered
match."
last summer. Schornak will
What hurt the Eagles the add depth in outside hitting
•
most, Rubright said, was and blocking.
' Rubright added, "Had we
Idaho's 42 percent kill rate,
compared to just 27 percent played anybody but Idaho we
would have won."
for Eastern.

•COINS •STAMPS
Located In &SUPPLIES

Cheney Flea-Market
1101 - 1st St.

Flowers & Corsages
:· ·For ALL Oecasic:,nsl
1st & Pine - Cheney

235-4916

DAVE'S AUTO WRECKING
USED CAR
·SALES

, S,fCIAllZING IN

'SI · '61 T-IIIOS

24-HOUR
"'fOWING

1/2-Mile South on Cheney-Spangle Road

236-8123
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The :Pacific - will the tide come -back in?

,.

The Pacific Di-::sfon of the
National Basketball Association, arguably the best of the
four divisions of the NBA,
took a header last season.
The Pacific, who had produced eight league finalists
and five eventual champions
over the last lO years, did not
send anyone to the finals last
year, which is why we were
forced to watch (or try to watch) the Houston Rockets succumb to the Boston Celtics in
a six-game mismatch.
The NBA, in trying , to
upgrade its sagging image, has
made a few improvements.
First, it has moved the opening
of the season from midOctober to the end of October,
to avoid the conflict with the
World Series.
This means.we will probably
see basketball in June, but we
will see the finals in prime
time, none of this tape-delay
garbage that requires us to
stay up until 2 a.m. to watch
the end of a game that may
have really ended seven hours
earlier.
Aside from Boston and
Philadelphia in the East, and
Milwaukee in the Central, the
Pacific boasts most of the title
contenders. Los Angeles, Seattle, Phoenix and Portland all
ha\'.e legitimate shots at the
NBA crown. Golden State is a
few years away, and San
Diego is a few players and
many more years away.
Let's evaluate the NBA
Pacific, with the teams listed
in their predicted order of
finish.
- ·
'!f
Los Angeles . certainly has
the talent to go all the way, but
do they have the right
chemistry? Will Norm Nixon
welcome Magic John~on back
to the backcourt, or will he
and the res-t of the ,Lakers resent all the hoopla Magic
creates, as t~ey did last year?
LA had no business losing to
Houston last year.
One has to think their pride
will get the better part of their
petty jealousies and the Lakers
will once again rule the
Pacific. . If forward Mitch
Kupchak remains ·healthy, he
will be an improvement over·
Jim Chones, a strong rebounder but an o(fensive
bricklayer. Look for rookies
Mike McGee and Sam
Frederick to beef up the
backcourt.
Only two years removed
from an NBA title, Seattle
tumbled to the basement last
year, but should rise back near
the top this year.
The Sonics will welcome the
return of Gus "The Holdout"
Williams, he of the one-man
fast break; Lonnie Shelton, he
of the brains a:t the power for.:
ward position; and maybe
Paul Westphal, he of the
broken foot.
Jack Sikma wasted a good
season last .year, and John
Johnson and Fred Brown
showed how bad th.ey could
look without Williams,
Shelton and Dennis Johnson
around. I( ·Westphal returl\S
soon, Seattle will be definite ti- tie contenders.
Phoenix played remarkably
well last year for a team in
· which all five starters played
out of position 1
Center Alvan Adams, only

6-9 and frail, should be a forward; "Truck" Robinson, the
small forward, should be on
the bench; Walter Davis, the
shooting guard, should be the
small forward; and Dennis
Johnson, tpe point guard,
should be the off-guard.
Despite all that, the Suns
won the Pacific last season,
but choked against the gutsy
Kansas City Kings in the
playoffs. With guard Kyle
Macy getting more playing
time, and with the addition of
guard Dudley Bradley from
Indiana and rookie forward
Larry Nance, the Suns may be
deeper, but not necessarily
better.
Portland would fare much
better in a league where teams
were made up of four guards
and one center.
Most of the Blazer offense
will come from those five guys
- guards Kelvin Ransey, Jim
Paxson, Billy Ray Bates and
Darnell Valentine, and center
Mychal Thompson. The rest
of the team consists of bit
players, although Calvi!} Natt

but that's all. .
Forward Michael Brooks is
the only youngster for the
Clippers to build around.
Most of the others are merely
roster fillers. Guards Phil (not
Scoop) Smith, Brian Taylor
and Freeman Williams
have plenty of chances to fire
.up howitzers as the Clippers
fall steadily behind from the
opening tap.
The Clippers have some
bright spots. Swen Nater is not
a bad backup center. .Unfortunately, he starts. 6-10 rookie
Tom Chambers may change
that, or else earn the power
forward job.
And who will win it all?
Well, Boston, who improved
themselves in the draft with
Charles Bradley, Tracy
Jackson · and maybe Danny
Ainge, will win the East, with
Philly and .Milwaukee making
their usual strong runs.
The Lakers will take the
West, setting up another
classic Boston-LA final.
And as usual, the Celtics
will win.

will

will be a help if they don't
tracle him. Kermit Washinston
will be the team's chief rebounder, and little-known
second-year man Michael
Harper may be a surprise at
power forward. Bobby Gross, ·
if he ever gets healthy, will
help the Blazer running game,
and rookie Jeff Lamp has
unlimited potential.
Golden State may surprise

this season, if Joe ·Barry Carroll and Larry Smith continue
their improvement and Bernard King comes up with
another sterling season. Lloyd
''All-Wor:ld (Honorable Mention)" Free will contribute
enough points for an entire
backcourt.
San Diego will probably
·1ead the league in one category
- three point shots attempted -

..,.

I
y
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League slate ends; ~Holland
searching for more games
some nice saves. We played schedule more games for the
well as a team, and I was very team, but only one has been
T he EWU occer team of- pleased with our passi ng."
confirmed, against Montana
fiL·ially e nded it season, as far
Against Montana, the on November 7. The league
,1.., kague act ion is considered ,
Eagles jumped out to a 2-0 standings will not be known
l )ll a our note. The team lo t
halftime lead, but couldn't until Nov. 15 as Eastern is the
i n the University of Mon1ana
hold it as the Bobcats scratch- only 'team that has fini shed it s
la:-.1 Sa1urday 5-2. There was ed back for the win. "Thomas schedule. The other teams in
-.,Clme bright news, however , as Castagna and Henri Groenen the league are also playing in
1h~ Eagles downed Idaho 5-0
went out with injuries," another league, which explains
the previous Wednesday. The Holland said. "They then got the
lapse bet ween the
finished league play with a 3-2- two goals on us to tie it. I put schedules. Also on the same
1 record .
both Thomas and Henri back weekend of the EWU-UM
In the Idaho game, Mike in, but Montana was fired up game, Central Washington
Campbell s~ored all five of the · by then, and we started getting will face the Bobcats on SunEagle goals, out of eight shots frustrated, and as we tried to day.
attempted by the senior from push forward we got caught
"We hope to control our
Tal'.oma. Coach Mike Holland short in back." The two goals
said, "No one was really were scored by Joel Nark and emotions a little better," said
outstanding in the game, Thomas Castagna, in a losing Holland, "as we had two
players kicked out of the Monalthough Mike hit some good effort.
goals, and Greg Perry had
Holland is working to tana game."
by Jeff Bunch
Sports \\"riler

V

Heads-up soccer led to Eastern's 5-0 win over Idaho last
Wednesday. - photo by Randy Rains

EWU men harriers

head to regionals

Men, women racquets unbeaten
15-8) wrapping things up, for
a 9-3 EWU victory.
Sports Writer
Coach Pat Whitehill
was
Eastern
Washington
pleased
with
the
team's
perU niversit.y' s
men's
and
women's ra.q uetball teams formance, and said he looks
both remained undefeated as for the teams to keep improvthey trounced opponents Lilac ing every week. "I'm proud of
City (men) and Eagles Club of the way our top players won
Spokane (women) in action . the tough matches. "All three
of our A division winners had
last Thursday.
The men upped their record to come from behind to win,
to 5-0, while the girls are now which really showed their
character. ''
3-0.
Number one women's
Bill Broadhead again led the
way in the B division, as he player, Debbie Br.and, crushed
pulled out a tough three game her opponent 15-0, 15-0, to
match, winning 15-13 in the lead the woman to a 6-2 vie,
third game. Also narrowly
escaping defeat were John
Bruntlett, and Skip Amsden,
who came 'from b~hind after
being down 15-12 and 7-0 in
the second game, to win 15-4
(cont. from page 10)
in the deciciing game.
·stan Opp and Lars Ranchen the Eagles rolled up 522 yards
won in straight games, for a of total offense, but Zornes
sptit in the C division play. was upset by poor execution
Opp won 15-8, 15-4 while and timing. "We didn't play
Ranchen won handily. 15-7, great," he said. "Our running
15-7.
backs didn't run well or block
Kurt Reevers led a sweep in well, and our offense line
the D division with a 15-7, 15- didn't have one of its better
·
5 decision, followed by Pete ballgames.
Carroll (15-3), (15-5), Norm
''Defensively we physically
Dexpot (15-14, 15-8), with dominated them so badly that
Canadian Bill Hanlon (15-12, they couldn't move the baU
by Kirk Findlay

Eastern
Washington's
men's cross country team will
tory over the Spokane Eagles head for Northern California
Club. However, Brand suf- and the NCAA Division II f 1ar
fered a shoulder injury, and West Regionals Championwill be lost to the team for 2-3 ships this weekend in San
Francisco, where they will be
weeks, Whitehill said.
Other A winners were Judie contenders for three national
Evens ( 15- 7, 15-5), Cheryl berths, in the national meet in
Hare (4-15, 15-13, 15-4) and Lowell, Massachusetts.
Defending national chamGai Arnell (15-7, 15-2).
In B division action Diane pion, Humbolt State, Cal Poly
Dorsey won 15-4, 15-8 as did San Luis - Obispo a·nd Cal
. Barb Shaen 12-15, 15-4, 15-10.' State Sacramento head the list
The v.ictory put the team in · of teams to beat in the men's
a- tie for first place with Family regional~
The men took lasi• weekend
Fitness Club, whom they will
meet in one of their final mat- off, but sent a. JV team to
ches of the season.
Ellensburg, where the squad

finished fifth.
''The team should be well
rested and ready to go .. l~d say
we have an excellent chance of
finishing in the top five
learns," exclaimed Coach
Jerry Martin.
The men will be led . by
junior Steve Pybus, who is
coming off a super performance in last weekend's
Oregon State Track Club
meet, where he finished third
among all coll'ege peiformers.
Ed Dotter. Matt Morgan,
Greg Meyer and others should ·
contribute strongly 10 , 1he
Icam· s effort.

.

Loggers next for -5-1 Eagles ·
very well at all," he said, singl·"we were making funing out Reilly and defensive damental mistakes in executackle Chet Bridger. "They tion," he said. "Our line
were not a very good offensive wasn't blocking and the backs
team, so it is difficult to say weren't running well. We just
whether we played good flat didn't execute. We weren't
defense or they just played bad quite mentally ready, plus
offense."
their different looks confused
Surprisingly, most of us."
Eastern's offense c~me
Zornes t-hinks this game will
through the air, with Daly and
McElwain combining for 304 be. a good barometer in which
air yards. "They played to · to judge the progress the
take the run away from us," · Eagles have made over the
said Zornes, "that's why we past three · seasons. "Three
threw the ball so well. I still years-ago we would ha','.e had
was disappointed that . we trouble playing with Western
couldn't run the ball on them Montana," he said, "and last
more than we did.
year Simon Fraser beat us. We
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can gauge our progress much
easier on a year-to-year basis
than on a game-to-game
sometimes.
"We're a much better football team than we were last
year," said Zornes. · 'Simon
Fraser was not a bad in- •
dicator. They physically were
not a mismatch, but Western
Montana is difficult to
measure. . This game will
definitely be a measuring
stick."
Zornes is not worried about '
potential playoff berths right
now. He's out to win every
game, and let the rest take care
of itself. "We've got to w.in
this game, and three · more, · . ·
and' then we'll see what happens," he said. "We have no
control over that (playoffs),
it's up to the people who vote.
The only thing we can control
is our record. We have to take
care . of that, then they (the
voters) can do whatever the:
hell they want to do."
As for the UPS game,
Zornes is not looking for a
high-scoring game, nor does
he think it will be a 7-6 affair.
Something like 21-7 or 21-14
would be more like it.
"Except for Dan being gimpy, we' re about as healthy as ·
we've been all season,"
Zornes said. "The·r e's no excuse for us not to be able to
field a good football team, it's
just a matter of coming out
and playing.
"It's · gonna be a heckuva
game. Our kids are ready right
now, ·and they'll be ready on
game day."
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U.S. net team inay be best ever·
by Phll Smith
Stair Writer

A sparse crowd of local
volleyball fans got a rare treat
Wednesday night as they watched the United States men's
national volleyball team stop a
disorganized Canadian national team 15-9, 15-1, 8-15,

15-5.
The deep U.S. squad, led by
setter Dusty Dvorak and outside attacker Tim Hovland
capitalized on numerous
Canadian errors, as the travelweary Canucks just couldn't
get things together.
The Americans, coming off
a nine-week match layoff,
looked a bit rusty at times, but
Assistant Coach Bill Neville

blamed this rustiness on the
long layoff and on a new
"saturation" offense they are
working on.
"We had some problems/'
said Neville, "but Dusty
(Dvorak) and Tim (Hovland)
really sparkled, and our team
depth really kept us in the match.''
Neville called Hovland ''the
best play set hitter in the
world," and pointed out that
Dvorak is considered among
the finest setters anywhere.
Dvorak, a Laguna Beach,
Ca. native was a four-year AllAmerican at USC and was
named the most valuable
player in the 1980 NCAA National Championships.

Woinen take wrong turn

The Canadian national
team, considered to be among
the top 10 teams in the world,·
was a last minute replacement
for the Yugoslavian national
team which pulled out of a
proposed l 0-city series with
the Americans.
United States men's national team head coach Doug
Beal was pleased that a team
as qualified as the Canadians
could be found on such short
notice.
"We are really grateful to
the Canadian national team
and Coach (Ken) Maeda for
picking up the slack left by the
Yugoslavians.'' said Beal.
Beal called this U.S. men's
national volleyball team "the
finest collection of volleyball
talent ever assembled in the
United States," and places the
Americans in the top five
teams in the world.
Recently,
the
U.S.
volleyballers played the Cuban
national team (the Americans'
chief competition in this
hemisphere) and lost 15-13 in
the fifth game.

This- United States national
team has been training
together in San Diego since the
end of May, and Beal expects
•up to nine of these players to
be on the team that will represent the U.S. in the 1984 Sum.mer Olympic Games in Los
Angeles.
''This squad is our best
chance ever of winning a
medal," says Beal, "and we
should be right there with the
USSR, Red China, Cuba, and

Poland in the finals."
After the completion-of this
abbreviated tour the U.S.
team travels to Winnipeg,
Manitoba, in November for
the Canada Cup. The U.S.
volleyballers will meet the national teams of Brazil, Cuba,
and the host country, Canada.
The men's national team is
currently pointing for the 1982
World Volleyball Championships to be held in Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

Rifle teams open season
Both the EWU varsity and
ROTC rifle teams opened their
seasons with a match held at
the University of Idaho. Also
at the meet were WSU, North
Idaho College, and Gonzaga.
The Eagles came away with
two places, as the varsity took
first and the ROTC team placed second in their respective
divisions.
Individually, Matt Anderson had the highest individual
score. 556 out of 600. Launi

Meili (545, 3rd), and Craig
Hall (539, 5th) paced the varsity scores. In the ROTC portion of the , match, Mark
Schultz was second with 517.
Kelly Rowe followed with a
score of 489.
.
Overall, the EWU varsity
was followed by WSU, NIC,
and Gonzaga. The ROTC was
second to the University of
Idaho Army, and finished
ahead of the Idaho Navy, and
the WSU Army team.

We learned a lesson. it's Wanclermere Golf Course.
our responsibility to know the They will ·be trying to avenge
course." That was the reaction the results of the EWU Invitaof
Deborah . Tannehill, tional, where the Eagles, runnwomen's cross country cqach. ing a.s two teams, fell to the
What she was referring to was .Sasquatch.
a mistake that was made by
not only the Eastern team, but
several other runners in the
Central Washington Universi., ty Invitational held last Saturday on the Ellensburg course,
,.
which will be the sight of the
regionals on November 7th. ·
"At three quarters of a miltinto the race, the leaders made
a wrong turn and were followed by nearly three-fourths of
the runners. When the error
" was discovered and the run ners turned .back the competitors had run from 100 to
800 meters off course. ''Our
runners had enough courage
'
l(l make a race of the contest
and put as much effort into
1he race as they could at this
point," said Tannehill.
,
The end result was that the
1imes and places that were
recorded were unreliable and
totally inaccurate, as not all of
the women made the mistake.
Cheryl Yoke finished 12th
(20:30), and was followed by
Carolyn Darcy 13th (20:39)~
and Jani Smith 14th (20:40),
and the rest of the women
were separated by only one
EWU GIRLS VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT. EWU, Montana State, Mon8:00 a.ni.
minute; 19 seconds.
tana Tech, North Montana, Spokane Falls, ·Gonzaga, WWU, Lewis & Clark State ..
Tannehill said, . "Our top
Finals 7:30 p.m.
·
runners were in the last threefourths of the pack at the
10:00- 11:15
HOMECOMING PARADE. EWU's finest wind through Cheney from Showbeginning of the second mile,
alter Hall parking lot to Woodward field parking lot. Come out and see your friends.
but were able to finish where
11:00 a.m.
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH. Everyone invited, sponsored by the Alumni Assothey did anyway. Juli
ciation at Tawanka. For reservations please call 35.9-2406. Only $4. 75.
Engstrom moved from approximately 80th at the begin11:15-1:00
ON THE MALL First annual Homecoming pre-game rally. Tag of War contest bening of the second mile to a
tween dorms and off-campus groups. Volkswagen ■tufling attempt at a world
· strong 38th. With this type of
record. Free music with 11Refuge' '. Free donuts, hot chocolate and cider;
drive and the challenge of the
course in them, we are looking
1:30
CENTENNIAL HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME. Eastern Washr forward to _the final meet of
. ington University against University of Puget Sound at Woodward Field. Introducthe season (regionals)."
tion of the new Homecoming Queen.
/
As a team, the Eagles finish4:30p.m.
ed fourth, behisw Seattle ·
POST-GAME AT BILL'S TAVERN
Pacific, ·w estern Washington
9:00 : 1:00
HOMECOMING MASQUERADE BALL. At the Davenport Hotel. Dance to
and Idaho. Spokane Comthree
live bandt on three different floors. Plus complimentary refreshments and
munity College finished fifth.
munchi~s. Costume contest for prizes or come semi-formal and receive a free eye
Despite the confusing results, .
mask at the door. Singles and couples are admitted free! Special room rates with
Tannehill is still confident of
EWUI.D.
her team, saying, "All the
women performed very well,
ALUMNI HOSPITALITY SUITE in Suite 828 -- All alumni and friends
considering, and I still feel
welcome. ,
··
·., . .,._.,
that we can get ·spu, though
Idaho still looks unbeatable.
SPU actually only had three
This info~ation s
rg edes all previous information.
runners who went the wrong
For
more
information
call
activities hotline at 359-7164.
ay."
.
Presented
by
the ASEWU
e team will next be in action Saturday, in a meet
against SCC, to be held at
11

1882-1982

entennia

HOMECOMING
Saturday, ·Oct. 31.
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att· e tactics examine

b~· Stephen A. Cambone

for the modernization of the
nation's nuclear forces. At
that time he announced that he
was deferring any decision on
a permanent basing mode for
the center-piece of the program, the MX intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM).
Many strategic analysts
believe that this deferrment
will result in a plan to phase
out the entire ICBM force over
time in favor of submarine
launched ballistic missiles
(SLBMs) . If it does, then t~e
U.S. will have sustained a
strategic defeat of the first
order. For it will have abandoned, as a direct result of
Soviet nuclear superiority, one
of the few weapons that has
the potential to restore the
nuclear balance.

Dr. Cambone is an Editor at Public
lfr~i.:.1rd1, Syndicated. (i.:) Public
i{c~i.:a rd1, Syndicated, 1981

In war. it is possible to
Jistinguish between a tactical
and a strategic defeat. The
fir c, being merely a failure to
achieve some immediate objective, is never decisive. The
econd is almost always so . A
strategic defeat will force the
defeated to alter fundamentally its plans for the war. Options that a nation was once
free to exercise will have been
foreclosed. And the more that
freedom is constrained, the
more a nation will be forced to
abandon its hopes for victory
and to concentrate instead on
staving uff ultimate defeat.
On October 2, President
Reagan presented his proposal

The Department of Defense
now estimates that the Soviets,
using only a third to a half of
their available ICBM forces,
could destroy as many as 95%
of this nation's ICBM force.
To
overcome
this
vulnerability, the MX was
designed to be deployed in a
mobile mode. The Carter Administration's plans for its
deployment called for 200
missiles to be shuttled among
4,600 shelters. This basing
mode would so stretch Soviet
nuclear assets, · the plan
presumed, that the Soviets
could not hope to "kill"
enough shelters, and hence
enough missiles, in a surprise
attack or first strike to ensure
victory.

Soviets could not
hope to "kill" enough

arn.N·s .
eoat:tQPe
5041st St.
Downtown Cheney

In the event the Soviets
should attempt to expand their
forces, the plan supposed, the
U.S. could always build more
shelters or · missiles or both at
far cheaper cost than the
Soviets could build the means
to destroy them.
But the President made it
clear that the present level of
Soviet nuclear superiority
made it doubtful that a mobile
MX would solve the
vulnerability problem. If only
4,600 shelters were built, he
said, all of them "would be
just as vulnerable as the existing Minuteman silos." Nor
would an expansion of the
shelter system be helpful, Mr.

Nov.-4- Nov. 17
Velvet&
corduroy
Blazers

~ Hair Company

Hair.cuts S Permanents

T-SHIRT
Reg:•a.oo

Stylists:
•Kay Walkup
•Clyde Leifer

BUY l- 8Et 1FREE!
COME IN AND SEE
01/JRNEW
HOLIDAY LINES BY:

Daroni

(Dresses)

Colle2e 1 o~n

(Coordinate hne)

c·t
Blues
Rag· }iickets)
oeans

Roberta
CDressesJ

Pulse·

aealJs)

·Candi Jones

(Blouses, skirts, dresses)

0

1 - - - - -~

0

Reagan said, "The operative destroyed if the Soviet Union
factor here is this, no matter is to be prevented from winnhow many shelters we might ing a war: the national leaderbuild, the Soviets cao build ship, command and control
more missiles - more and just facilities, Soviet SLBM bases,
reserve ICBM forces, the inas cheaply."
termediate range missiles
The Soviets can build targeted on Europe, industrial
plants, and the like. Most of
more missiles ,
these targets are sufficiently
It was this Presidential ac- "hardened" to withstand atcount of the nuclear balance tack from SLBMs.
Thus, unable to respond in
that has led many analysts to
kind
to a Soviet attack, or
suppose thar the ICBM force
wilJ be phased out. Hardly any striking first if the cirof them believe that the Presi- cumstances demand such an
dent's plan to accelerate action, the U.S. would be facresearch on ballistic missile ed with an intolerable choice:
defenses, deep silo basing and it could, as President Carter
an airborne transport and once suggested, use its SLBM
launching system for ICBMs force to destroy every city in
will result in a plan capable of the Soviet Union, which would
rendering the ICBM force any invite a similar attack on the
more secure than mobile bas- U.S., causing millions of
casualties on both sides. Or it
ing.
If, as a result of Soviet could accept defeat.
The President's decision to
nuclear superiority, the U.S. is
constrained from modernizing defer any final decision on a
its ICBM force, then the permanent basing mode for a
Soviets will have won a modernized ICBM implies a
strategic victory. For the straregic defeat of these proweapon that could most portions. To avoid such a
directly threaten their ICBMs - defeat, it may be that the U.S.
the foundation of their will have to deploy the MX
superiority - an American even if it cannot be made as
ICBM like the MX, would not secure as the President would
exist. Unless the U.S. is wish it to be. But this course of
capable of destroying those action is not without risk
Soviet weapons, it will be com- either. For if the U.S. deploys
pelled in all future negotia- a sufficient number of MX
tions and confrontations with missiles to overcome the prethe Soviet Union to acquiesce ~ent superiority of the Sovi~t
in any Soviet demand accom- Union, it is not beyond the
realm of possibility that the
panied by the threat of war .
It may be objected that the Soviets would attempt to preSoviets would never be so vent such a deployment by
fooJ.ish as to attempt a surprise threats of war, or by going to
attack, or first strike, on the war.
U.S. For even if they . did
destroy all of our ICBMs, our Soviets would attempt
SLBMs would survive. This
may be true. But SLBMs have to prevent such a
neither the accuracy nor the deployment by threats
destructive power of the MX.
Furthermore, they are depenIf, however, the nation is
dent on · such things as
satellites for navigation pur- unwilling to run this risk, then
poses, and these can be easily it will undoubtedly harvest all
destroyed. They cannot be of the bitter fruits of strategic
counted upon to destroy those defeat.
Soviet assets that must be
JOB INFORMATION Alaska
and Overseas employment.
Great income potential. Call
602-941-8014; Dept.. 777.
Phone call refundable.

235-5169

112 College St., Cheney

_ £HENEY
FLEA ·MARK-ET
In Center Of Town Next To Zip's

llOl'lst St. - Cheney, WA
FREE ADMISSION
FREEPAllKING
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun. Thru Thurs.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday & Saturday
Table Rental: 4'x8' Tables ~.00/Day -$25.00/Week

Furniture, kitchen appliances, lamps, radios,
rugs, new clothing, 2nd hand clothing
books and much much more.
'
6,000 Square Foot Heated Building

Phone 235-4347 or 448-1545 - 9-6

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round. Europe~ S. .
Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500 - $1,200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-WA-2 Corona Del
.Mar, CA 92625.
TYPING, BOOKK~EPINO,
RESUME SERVICE: Term
papers - briefs, theses - you
name it! All documents proofread, some editing. (I'll .
make you look great!) Reasonble. Susan 328-7963.
·
VIN CANNON Have a Happy
Halloween
and
enjoy
Homecoming Weekend. Love
your Secret Pal.
EXPE.RIENCED
MECHANIC
has all necessary books and experience.
Foreign
and
Domestic. Need extra work.
Reasonable rate. Call 3592593.
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no excef)tiQn tohOme-violence

ways I could kill him - most of women is raising self-esteem went to get in my car and go to and girlfriends.
"Under the new law, the
and assertiveness," she said. Keith's house to pick up my
them while he was asleep.''
police
must respond to any call
son
and
he
wouldn't
let
me
go.
What begins as a carefree
Jan and her sons have mov- '' For men, we stress anger
romance often becomes an en-, ed several times since leaving control as well as raising their I pushed him and he hit me in involving domestic squabbles," said Sgt. Reid. "An intanglement of physical and Don on the Colville Reserva- levels of self-esteem.••
the face."
psychological pressure, pain tion and several times he has
cident
report must then be
Marlene said Keith took off
According to Ms. Ackley,
and outright abuse.
located her. They have been program success is difficult to and left her in the restaurant made and logged . According
parking lot, dizzy and spitting to the Domestic Violence Act,
And EWU is no exception.
living in Cheney since Sept. 1 measure.
we must hand the victim a
According to Dr. Alfred J. and she says he has not found
'' Decreasing violence is con- blood.
Prince, professor of Sociology them yet.
On
another
occasion copy of the act which explains
sidered a success as is increasat Eastern, financial problems
Currently on welfare and ing self-esteem and asser- Marlene said Keith tried to run the law and legal actions she
and the pressures of school are receiving a small Basic Educa- tiveness," she said. "There are over her with her own car.
may take."
major reasons for incidents of tional Opportunity Grant, Jan now two separate programs.
Marlene later became a resiSgt. Reid said the police can
domestic violence on · campus says the boys seem to be ad- One for women and one for dent of the Married Student's only interven~ so much,
and among college students.
men which has started only a Court at EWU. The 24-year- however.
justing well.
Prince said coping with ,
old journalism student said
"The woman must take
"Travis seems to remember year ago." .
domestic squabbles is easier on some things about his dad,''
Ms. Ackley said the YWCA she must have called Campus steps to protect herself," she
unmarried couples as they said Jan. "Particularly his ,does not place blame for in- Safety l O times while living said. "Sometimes pressing
have the option to stay or go. disregard for the law. But I cidents of domestic violence.
there as Keith frequently charges is the only way. You
The problem however, is that doubt
he
really
does
"We don:t blame anyone threat~ned her and the safety can't rely on the police too
much."
love is often blind and a girl remember what .he looks for · bringing violence upon of her four-year-old son.
"Campus Safety was always
who is emotionally involved like."
themselves,"
she
said.
Sgt. Reid said no officers
may fail to see a violent l).atAccording to Pat Coontz, '' Anyone who is violent is quick to get there, but they from Campus Safety have
tern taking shape.
associate professor in English respqnsible. There is a pattern didn't handle the problem very been injured when responding
"Too often, the male is and director of Women's Pro- of externalizing the blame. A well," she said. "Perhaps that to a domestic violence call, but
violent to begin with," said grams at EWU, the first time a man may blame his temper, was due to a lack of ex- several have received threats.
Prince. "Perhaps he has come man uses brute force, a . unemploy,ment,
According to Chief Jerry
financial perience. Once th~y stood outfrom a home where the web of woman ~hould "walk right out status or his wife rather than side my door as Keith slamm- Gardner pf the Cheney Police
violence is acceptable. · The the door."
dorpestic
himse~f. Women tend to do ed me against a wall. Only Department,
female either fails to realize it
Professor Coontz, who oc- the same. They would rather when I screamed did one of violence calls are without a
or seems to think the problem casionally counsels victims of place the blame on the man• s three officers come in."
doubt the most dangerous
According to Marlene, she calls to which the police reswill iron itself out once the domesthi violence said one drinking, jealousy, temper and
couple is married."
woman sat in the Women's what have you, rather than never pressed charges against pond. Keith.
According to
Prince,
' 'No officers have been in"Throwing hini in jail :jured as far as I know," said
however, the violent tendenwouldn't do any good," she G~rdner. "Last year however,
cies often become more insaid . "He gets out on his own ltwo officers were held at guntense once the couple has exrecognizance within 24 hours :poinr. They walked in on a
changed vows.
and
comes back madder than 'father and son argument. The
"force is an effective way
before.''
of getting one's way," he said.
son left and returned with a
Marlene said she stayed with .45. The officers chatted with
''Once a couple is married, the
Keith because she was "in the young man for a while and
victom 's only options are sublove."
he was eventually taken into
mission or escape. She can
"Keith
is
a
Vietnam
veteran
custody.''
stay or go."
and sticking it out with him
Leaving was the option Jan
According to Chief Gardwas somewhat a challenge," ner. domestic violence calls are
chose.
Center for two days a'fraid to blaming the man.,himself."
Ms. Ackley...said people need she said. ''There is a chemistry always documented ·and the
. A 34-year-old re-entry stu- go home.
,
to
learn they d(il have control when things reach this level victim is given a list of indent at EWU and mother of
"She had a black eye and
two boys, Jan recalled life looked absolutely sick," said enough to avoid violent situa- ··and the challenge comes in structions and legal alterdeciding how to handle the natives.
with Don, an American Professor Coontz. "She hid tions.
Keith
apparently
has
not
yet
problem the next time."
He said all too often charges
Native, went along pretty out in a shelter in Spokane for
Marlene and Keith broke up are not pressed. Consequently
smoothly the first couple of a few days and ,I ·think the rela- learned to control his violent
in May 1981 when he spit in there is a very high reocyears.
tionship has ended permanent- tendencies ..
Marlene
remembers
the
first
her face and called her son curence rate.
Then Travis, now five, was ly.''
time
Keith,
her
boyfriend
of
"filthy names."
•
According to one former
born.
According to Profess9r
two
and
a
half
years,
started
·
"That was really the straw victim who wished to remain
"Don quit working all Coontz, the husband or
unnamed, by virtue of
together," said Jan. "For a boyfriend frequently ex- using violence to vent his that broke the camel's back."
frustrations,
anger
and
According
to
Sargeant
Cineconomic, social, financial or
while before the kiqs were periences a ' feeling of inadedy Reid, Campu~ Safety historical background, women
born he would ,just slap me quacy when the woman jealousy.
"Five days after Mt. St. receives at least three or four often tend to allow themselves
around occasionally. Once returns to school.
Helens
blew up," said calls concerning domestic to become victims.
Travis was born, Don would
"By beating, the male
'' By no means are victims ·
come into the kitchen while I crushes the woman's self- Marlene, '' I was at a violence on campus per
restaurant
with
friends.
Keith
quarter.
She
said
the
problems
always
'poor abused'
was cooking and hit me for no esteem and often makes her
found
me
there
and
got
mad.
I
usually involve ex-boyfrien~s women.''
reason.
feel inadequate," she said.
"When I would ask him
Professor Coontz said she
why he had hit me, lie would generally refers victims to
hit me again. When I tried to shelters in Chene~ · and
defend myself, he would say, Spokane. She said most are.
'now you're hurting me.' He referred to the YWCA, Alterfigured J was giving him a natives for Domestic Violeµ'ce
reason to beat me."
Program in Spokane.
Jan said she would not seek
The program, created in
counseling or help from the Mar. 1977, now boasts ix
police. Born into a Catholic counselors, one shelter an·d
family where divorce was several licensed safe homes,
unheard of, Jan said she felt according · to Coordinator of
Served with 3 buttermilk pancakes or
she had signed a contract when Counseling Services !-,in
she married Don and she stuck' :Ackley.
hashbrowns & toast
with him for six years.
Ms. Ackley said the majoriExpires 11/30/81
No Cash Value
''l ·was going to kill him,'', ty of people who come to the
Jan said, remembering what YWCA seeking shelter,
OJ) O_Q_Q_Q__Q_QJ)j)J!'
Q..QO O__O_Q_Q_Q_OJ)_Q..O_Q Q.QJUUlO 0_0.9.
finally compelled her to take counseling and advocacy are
her children and escape. "I unmarried.
had thought through all the
"The biggest problem for

by Stephanie Vann
Associate Editor
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''Where fashion doesn't stop with Jeans"
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Elegant Egg

Two Bacon & Cheese
Omelettes for 13.45

F & M Business Center
(509) 235-5148

Jean Parlour
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• • • • • • , Contract dispute_

..
'Aid'

(from page 1)
students can have their aid
reduction in the program and cancelled and if you don ' t pay
it will depend on Congres-. for classes you could have
sional action, but I do an- your registration cancelled
1icipate some reductions. It is also."
just a question of how much,"
Mrs. Shackette also advised
she said.
students currently receiving
In previous years, the financial assistance that it is
deadline for applying for loans more important than ever to
for the coming academic year make "normal" progress
has been May 15, she said. To toward satisfaction of degree
help insure that students mak- requirements as standards for
ing application will beat any loan approval and re-approval
possible cut-off of ·funds. the tighten with the budget.
Financial Aid Office is moving
'Credit'
the deadline for ·application to
(from page 2)
March 15 this year.
"Another important benefit
In addition to applying for the students would be the
earlter, students can help their chance to establish a credit
own cause by becoming aware . reference while they ·are in
of the proper procedure for school. So many students get
filli'ng out forms, Ms. out of here with no credit
Shackette said.
references and with a student
"This year wl;len we were loan repayment hanging over
processing the applications we their heads," he said.
ran into a lot of incorrect date
Shields said one other possiwhich meant we had to pull ble source of funding being
those files and coritact the ap- looked at for the credit union
plicant to get it all straightened is the 2 ½ percent of S and A
out.
fees now directed to an on"Such mistakes can lead to campus loan program. If those
cancellation of the aid if the funds could be re-routed to a
problem , is not corrected by student credit loan, Shields
the time students are required said, the program would be
_ to sign for their aid during the "permanently" funded.
first week of classes. If that
Shields said he hoped
does not happen on time the ~establishment of a strong
~-"-''-A.;,....;,.....,._'-A...,._,.__,._..._,,.__""' COUPON)

credituniononcampuswould
encourage investment of outside money, particularly alumni dollars. From that source of
investment, Shields predicted
the proposed institution could
eventually enter the investment market of real property.
''We could use the credit
union to inxest in the start of a
Greek Row," Shields said, .
alluding the possibility of
univ~rsity-owned fraternity
and sorority houses.
,
Shields said he anticipated
his plan would generate some
"wolves in the woods" as far
as other area credit unions are
concerned in that they would
not like the idea of competition for student and possibly
alumni money.
"I've been basically upset
with the banking community
in this area and their lack of
sensitivity to the needs of
students," Shields said.
Plans call for a credit union
that would offer students an
annual dividend of 9 percent
on savings, 6- 7 percent interest
on checking accounts, free
checking, travelers check service, and the ability to cash
checks on campus, including
the possibility of weekend
check cashing hours, Shield
said.

u sued.

V
~

by Susan Howard
staff writer

Eastern
Washington
University is being sued by a
Seattle architectural firm that
is claiming it was unfairly
passed over in a $300,000 contract, according to Robert
Graham, EWU's director of
physical plant services.
The project from which the
contract dispute stems involves the remodeling of Sutton Hall and the manual arts
building. The controversy
centers around which of two
top ranked architectural firms
is entitled to the contract.
"Normally the school's
trustees decide which company
will be awarded the contract.
We've always utilized · the
state•s Department of General
Administration to assist in
contract work and the board
has chosen • firm other than
the one recommended by the
department before. but it •s
never resulted in a lawsuit,"
Graham said.
The department gave lop
rating for the job to a Sea11le
firm, Anderson, Koch and
~
Duarte. However, Eastern's
trustees voted to award the
contract to a Spokane firm,
.
.
Tan, Brookie and Kundig.
"The law suit against EWU
and
the state of Washington
A bevy of belly dancers and
("') dinner will highlight an "Ara- wasn't filed to bring monetary
0 bian Night" in the PUB compensation, but to seltle a
question of authority,"
November 6.
0
Hosted by the Arabian Graham said.
When the cas.e goes to court
~ Students Union and InternaNov.
3, a Spokane judge will
tional Students Association of
decide
whether the department
EWU, the event, described as
a "cultural. celebration" will of General Administration or
feature various aspects of Ara- . the school's trustees have the
bian culture, including a din- final say in hiring.
"We've never encountered· a
ner of hummous, tabooleh,
whole roast lamb, chicken and situation like this before, but
as far as we're concerned the
other specialties.
board of trustees has the final
say," he said.
Factors considered in the
contract award had nothing to
do with accepting the lowest
bid, Graham said.
"The job will co~t about

Arabian
. night
coming up

z0

~

:;:)

With Cheese

0
0

s1.29

Limit one per coupon
Please present when ordering
No substitutions or additions, please.
Good till 11/4/81
Mon. through Sat. 11 a .m. - 10 p.m.

1204 - 1st
235-6126
Sunday- "Resting" ,
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COUPON 0000000000000(1&

The price orstyl~
has just eo111C down:

Save $20 or Blore on SILADIIJM®
College Rings ... uo-w only 879.95.
SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's
stainless.
Men's and women'sSiladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative.
A visit to the ArtCarved

$300,000, no matter who does
it. Selecting the right architectural firm is a subjective thing,
like choosing a doctor or
lawyer,'' Graham said.
There are a dozen or more
things considered in making
this selection. They include
how quickly a firm can work,
how well they handle
budgeting, whether they'll
work well with the school and
the quality and type of work
they do, he said.
"The Seattle firm does excellent work. They're very
good at restoration, but that 's
not what we're after,''
Graham said.
The Spokane firm is in the
process of remodeling Martin
Hall. "We know they do good
work and we felt they , were
most qualified in the areas
we're looking for," Graham
said.
Upon completion of project, Sutton Hall will house
. st udenl services, admissions
and student placement. 11 will
also be the site for registra 1ion.
Th e , o Id manua I arts
building will berome the compuler facilities <.:enter. Jt will
house the central processing
computer for administrative
use, and a math science coniputer for use by students and
faculty. There will also be a
n:ntral area for terminals,
das~rooms and facully ofl'i<.:es.
The P~ychology Departmen! currently occupies Sut10 11 Hall, but it will be moved
back 10 Martin Hall when
• remodeling is completed next
spring. Classes will be held in
Manin fall of. 1982.
Graham says he doesn't' expeel the law suit lo slow progress on Sutton Hall or the
manual arts building.
"I don't anticipate the case
being held up in court. We
should begin construction during the summer of 1983," he
said.

********************************'

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the fall.
But hurry on over. .. this sale
runs for a limited
time only.

RE-ELECT

JOM
TRULOVE

MAVOR
* Demonstrated Leadership
* Needed Experience
* Commitment to Cheney
* Problem Solving Ability

* Cost Effective and

r .,

DATE

November 3rd and 4th
PLACE

TIME
P.U.B.

9:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.

*

Unquestioned Honesty
•Hard Work
-• A Mayor Who Listens

Efficient Government
Paid for by the Committee to Rt,-£/ect Tom Trulove, Mayor
Dwayne Paul ChalrfTllln

Special Centennial Sale!
I >cpos it re,1uircrl :'>luMcr<"hu ritc or \'i!>U ucccptcll.

• A Common ·sense Approach

* Proven Aoility

© 1Y8 I Anl''.u"·•·•I ( 'luss Rlu.i,;
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